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An Expression Of 
                                   Radiant Expansion

Dom Pérignon chose to reveal the Vintage 2004 at the Abbaye d’Hautvilliers - the very first launch of a vintage 

on the legendary site - where Benedictine monk Dom Pierre Pérignon’s vision to produce the “best wine in the 

world” set a winemaking revolution into motion. Inspiration, creation and sharing have always been the 

driving forces behind the destiny of the Abbaye d’Hautvillers.  Over the centuries, the Abbey’s estate and 

vineyards have been recognised as a place of creation and this unrivalled reputation continues to 

emanate today as inspiration for the likes of extraordinary creators such as Karl Lagerfield, Ferran 

Adria, David Lynch and John Legend, all of whom have collaborated with the House to unveil the 

complexity of Dom Perignon’s heritage. For Dom Pérignon Vintage 2004, Leo Kuelbs and 

Glowing Bulbs presented The Expanding Universe, a multi-surface projection on the actual 

architecture of the Abbey that is a visual and musical analogy reflecting the wine’s solar 

qualities with dark and complex underpinnings. Blurring temporal frontiers, the 

installation connects centuries of history with the Vintage 2004’s propensity for 

growth and expansion, and beyond. Remarking on how his stellar narrative 

travels the crossroads of time, Kuelbs remarked, “Vintage 2004 is the 

entry point for a cosmic journey revealing the DNA of Dom Pérignon.”
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The Virtuosity Of  Vintage
Text = Desiree Koh

Geoffroy has said, “Dom Pérignon Vintage 2004 perfectly incarnates the 

Dom Pérignon ideal with, in the final note, the graceful gravitas that 

comes from its ‘Dark’ minerality.” And like the world’s finest operas, 

each act  of  tast ing sets  the stage for  a  trajectory of  discovery,  a  

dramatic experience that lasts and moves along at a lively, intense 

pace punctuated by rare and marvellous moments when the wine 

offers up its mysterious complexity. Like a virtuoso gracing the 

palate, the Vintage 2004 opens up in an astonishing way with 

great ease and extroversion, gliding between density and 

buoyancy in a seamless crescendo of chiselled complexity. 

And with each spectacular aria of its composition, time 

seems to  s tand st i l l  as  one succumbs to  the  warm 

embrace of dark revelations lit by utmost elegance. 

“The final note is the one that matters the most – it 

is the wine’s defining characteristic, its signature,” 

says Geoffroy.  “Dom Pérignon Vintage 2004’ s  

signature is the intriguing vibration that comes 

from the depths of its singular aging process.”
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